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Abstract. An alternative method to using strain gauges to measure FT (please see Appendix A for a list of definitions) and TM under a static multi-component load by using a hinge flexure (also called measurement flexure
or MF) is presented. Its usage in the 5 MN m torque standard machine (TSM) at the Physikalisch-Technische
Bundesanstalt (PTB) to detect calibration torque moment shunts is described. The working principle consists of
a displacement measurement by an interferometer and the determination of the MF stiffness in a special CSU.
Essential measurement uncertainty influences, such as stiffness determination and measurement conditions, are
discussed and quantified. The measurement uncertainty budget for this measurement principle is presented. A
FE validation for the MF is discussed.

1

Introduction

The growing wind energy demand led to increasing research in wind turbine optimisation. A key aspect is the
wind turbine’s efficiency, which was determined in a nacelle test bench. For a precise efficiency determination, a
precise torque measurement is elementary. Although the
Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) transfer standard already exists to calibrate the test benches’ internal
torque measurement, it is not possible to calibrate the transfer
standard beyond 1 MN m (Schlegel et al., 2016).
At PTB, a new torque standard machine (TSM) is built to
calibrate such torque transducers up to 5 MN m (Kahmann
et al., 2017). The TSM set-up is depicted in Fig. 1. Its setup is divided into a measurement and an actuator side. In
between, the device under calibration (DUC) is placed. The
actuator side holds six hydraulic servo cylinders to apply a
load onto the DUC. The two main actuators are aligned vertically and attached to the actuator lever to create the calibration torque moment about a horizontal axis. The remaining
four actuators are able to superpose axial forces or a calibration bending moment to assess the DUC’s cross-sensitivity
if needed. The DUC is flange mounted to the actuator lever
and receives the load from the actuator side. The same load is
transmitted to the measurement side, where the DUC is again

flange mounted to the measurement lever. The lever itself is
jointed on six hinge flexures (also called MF for measurement flexure hereafter) to receive the lever forces axially and
measure them with attached reference force transducers.
The measurement side and the moment shunts are depicted
in Fig. 2. The MFs support the reference force transducers
measuring either the lever forces of the calibration torque
moment or calibration bending moment. The main task of
the MF is to reduce FT (please see Appendix A for a list of
definitions), which is directed tangentially to the horizontal
calibration torque moment axis and corresponding bending
and torque moment on the attached force transducers. Nevertheless, FT and TM cannot be avoided completely, and both
components contribute to the overall reaction torque of the
measurement side. It is necessary to measure the complete
reaction torque comprising the axial lever forces of the calibration torque moment reference transducer, the transversal
forces on both MF types, and the torque moment (only on
the bending moment MF or BMMF). The measured reaction
torque is used as standard for DUC calibration.
Table 1 shows, in a simplified measurement uncertainty
budget, the influence of the moment shunt if these quantities are not measured, and this must be considered with an
uncertainty of 50 %. It is necessary to provide a better mea-
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Table 1. Measurement uncertainty budget of the calibration torque

moment M z in TSM without the FT and MT measurement.
Measurand
Fz
FT
MT
Mz
Mz,Goal

Figure 1. The 5 MN m TSM set-up.

2.1

surement accuracy so that the measurement uncertainty of
the calibration torque moment can be reduced.
Usually, mechanical quantities such as force and moments
can be measured easily with strain gauges. In this particular application, the objective measurands only appear with a
high axial force and other similar bending and torque moments. The combined load would lead to cross-talk at the
strain gauges which cannot be calibrated sufficiently at PTB.
Therefore, another method is presented here to overcome
these difficulties.
The alternative method uses the unique deflection line or
angle of twist given to a specific load combination. A specific point on the deflection line can be observed with a
high-resolution and high-accuracy length measurement system. The paper shows that the deflection in a special load
scenario can be reproduced in an external calibration set-up.
The result is a fixed ratio of deflection or twist compared to
the corresponding FT or TM, called FT stiffness or TM stiffness. The stiffness is determined in an MF CSU providing
a traceable force and torque moment. To provide a traceable
J. Sens. Sens. Syst., 11, 201–209, 2022

Unit

MU

Index

1 × 106
197
132
5 × 106
5 × 106

N
Nm
Nm
Nm
Nm

0.05 %
50 %
50 %
0.106 %
0.1 %

90 %
9.9 %
0.1 %

calibration torque moment in TSM, the MF force and torque
measurement must be characterised by a measurement uncertainty analysis, which is the main objective of this paper.
The presented method works for both types of MF (for
torque moment and bending moment). The measurement uncertainty of this method is highlighted here so that it is sufficient to only focus on the bending moment MF. There are two
types of bending moment MF on upper and lower level. The
upper level MFs have a bigger diameter in the middle shaft
than the ones on the lower level to compensate for the varying stiffness of the frame at the fixation. The varying middle
shaft leads to varying stiffness that must be considered.
2

Figure 2. Measurement side of the 5 MN m TSM.

Value

Method
Measurement principle

Figure 3 depicts the working principle of the MF when used
for measuring FT and TM during the TSM calibration. The
key feature of the MF is the FT stiffness kMF,F and the TM
stiffness kMF,γ , respectively. Both MFs’ stiffness depend on
the static multi-component load applied onto them. The MF
is loaded with all six components of different magnitudes simultaneously in the TSM operation. The MF’s stiffness is
only valid in this particular force and moment combination.
Therefore, a special calibration set-up has been constructed
to meet these measuring conditions in a simplified way and
to evaluate the stiffness of each MF. The CSU is constructed
to work in two load scenarios to evaluate the stiffness, and it
is described in Sect. 2.2.1. With the stiffness known, the FT
and the TM can be measured indirectly by measuring the MF
deflection and the angle of twist, respectively. Only a twochannel interferometer is provided for this task, so the simultaneous measurement of all MF deflection and torsional angles is not possible. For that reason, the required deflections
and angles are measured indirectly. The displacement is measured by the aforementioned interferometer at the flange of
the measurement lever. With the distance from the retro reflector to the pivot centre determined, it is possible to calculate the pivot angle α. The radius of each MF’s RP is known,
so the calculation of the deflection at these points is given.
The pivot angle correlates very well with the MF angle of
twist. All the deflections and angle calculations are used to
https://doi.org/10.5194/jsss-11-201-2022
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Figure 3. Measurement flexure working principle.

calculate the FT and the TM by multiplying them with the
determined stiffness factors.
2.2

Uncertainty influences

A range of measurement uncertainty influences exists, which
diminishes the accuracy of the described measurement principle. Figure 4 lists the influence quantities in an Ishikawa diagram. The following subsections describe the behaviour of
the measurement uncertainty influences and quantify them.
Not all quantities are covered here, and only the most essential effects are described extensively. As a result, the quantities can be summed up in a measurement uncertainty budget
and can be provided for the overall measurement uncertainty
of the calibration torque moment in TSM.
2.2.1

Stiffness measurement

As presented in Sect. 2.1, the calibration set-up for the MF
must provide static load scenarios where the TSM operation
conditions are maintained and thus enable a correct stiffness
measurement. In both cases, the MF is mounted vertically on
the ground, and a load-scenario-specific lever is attached to
the MF top to receive forces and create load-scenario-specific
moments. The force is provided from calibrated mass discs
https://doi.org/10.5194/jsss-11-201-2022

introduced into a thin metal foil and redirected by a pulley
towards the lever. There were two load scenarios established,
and they are depicted in Figs. 5 and 6. LS1 provides the conditions for a valid FT stiffness measurement. In LS1 only,
a FT and a bending moment are created. The bending moment is generated by the same FT, but the force introduction
lies in the MF in the middle of the tapering of both joints. A
special cantilever creates a bending moment, increasing the
behaviour over MF, as depicted in Fig. 5, which matches the
behaviour during the TSM operation. LS2 imitates the condition in the TSM operation for a valid stiffness. In its basic
configuration, LS2 is a simple lever on which a FT is applied,
thus creating a uniform TM all over the MF.
A theoretical analysis of the measurement uncertainty of
the CSU providing the calibration of FT and TM is described
in Geva et al. (2020). Load steps at 50, 100, 150, and 200 N
and their corresponding moments were analysed. The measurement uncertainty of FT is proportional to its value and
can be expressed by the following:
uFT,CSU = 1.52 × 10−4 · FT,CSU .

(1)

For TM, the measurement uncertainty stays constant at 1.7 %
over the whole set-up load step range.
To calculate the stiffness, it is necessary to measure the
MF’s displacement or the angle of twist precisely during load
J. Sens. Sens. Syst., 11, 201–209, 2022
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Figure 4. Measurement uncertainty influences of FT and TM measurement with MF.

ment deviations in LS1 at RP and MP1 are negligible. The
translational movement at the RP of MF is as follows:
uRP,MF,i = xMP1,i − xMP1,0 ,

Figure 5. Working principle of LS1.

application. The required accuracy is provided by an interferometer. A dual channel He–Ne laser interferometer (model
type MI 2–5000 from SIOS Meßtechnik GmbH) is used. Cui
et al. (2019) used the same interferometer for a similar measurement to calibrate strain gauge cylinders and assumed a
measurement uncertainty of less than 1 × 10−6 m.
To guarantee a reproducible measurement in CSU and
TSM, the position at which the displacements are measured
with a retro reflector need to be fixed. The MF deflection is
characterised by the centre of the top flange circle area and
is called RP. Both displacement measurements in CSU and
TSM cannot be measured directly with the retro reflector because they are hidden beneath connection components when
both are mounted in CSU and TSM. In the CSU, the retro
reflector is aligned with the force vector and the RP at the
outer cylinder surface near the top flange and is called measurement point 1 (MP1). A FE analysis shows that displaceJ. Sens. Sens. Syst., 11, 201–209, 2022

(2)

with i indicating the CSU load step and 0 as the initial position. The MF top and bottom are indicated with j . While all
translational movements can be captured with the displacement uRP,MF,i , the rotational displacement caused by TM
needs a measurement point 2 (MP2) at the outer cylinder surface near the top flange. A line drawn from RP to MP2 must
be perpendicular to the force vector. The radius of the cylinder rMF is tolerated, and thus, its measurement uncertainty
can be estimated. In this case, the angle of twist is calculated
by the following:
sin(γMF,i ) = (xMP2,i − xMP2,0 )/rMF .

(3)

MP1 and MP2 are depicted in Fig. 3.
The FT stiffness under a TSM load condition is defined as
follows:
Pn
FT,i /uRP,MF,i,j
.
(4)
kMF,F,j = i=1
n
The TM stiffness under a TSM load condition is defined as
follows:
Pn
MT,i /γMF,i,j
kMF,γ ,j = i=1
.
(5)
n
The MF under load in a CSU operation was simulated using the FE method. The results are presented in Fig. 7. The
https://doi.org/10.5194/jsss-11-201-2022
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the axial load is necessary for a precise TM measurement in
a TSM operation. The CSU needs to be modified to improve
the TM calibration in LS2, which is not part of this paper.
2.2.2

Figure 6. Working principle of LS2.

The CSU and TSM are both situated in an air-conditioned
hall. At this point, the environmental condition could not
be monitored due to ongoing TSM construction work. Experiences from other standard machines at varying locations show minimum changes to the environmental conditions. To cover the environmental influences on the measurement uncertainty budget (MUB) theoretically, the environmental parameters in Baumgarten (2016) were taken into account. The temperature is TL = 21 ± 0.1 ◦ C, the pressure is
pL = 1003.4 ± 2 hPa, and the humidity is ±hL = 42 ± 5 %.
The environment affects the interferometer measurement and
the CSU calibration conditions. The uncertainty of the interferometer and of the FT and TM in the CSU already includes
the environmental effects. The effect on the TSM is not investigated here.
2.2.3

Figure 7. FT and TM stiffness determination.

displacement of RP and the angle of twist are plotted over
the CSU load steps. The load step ranges from 20 to 200 N
in LS1 in a FT and a corresponding bending moment which
is MB = FT · 0.561 m. In LS2, the load step corresponds to
a FT and a TM which is MT = FT · 0.75 m. The blue graph
depicts LS1 and shows a linear behaviour. The reciprocal
slope yields the average FT stiffness and is 324.86 N mm−1 ,
with a standard deviation of 0.54 N mm−1 . The graph indicates that the FT stiffness is constant at all load steps, and a
fixed stiffness factor can be used in FT measurement during TSM operation. The red graph with an empty square
marks the angle of twist over the load steps. The deviation to the dashed red line, which marks the linear regression curve, indicates a nonlinear behaviour. The average TM
stiffness is 0.289 MN m rad−1 , and the standard deviation is
5.67 × 104 N m−1 , which is 20 % of the average. In Sect. 3.2,
it can be seen that the stiffness is not valid under TSM operation conditions and will result in a false TM measurement. A subsequent FE analysis repeated for the TM stiffness measurement with an additional axial load and is represented by the red graph with filled square markers. The
repeated investigation shows a linear behaviour again, with
a value of 0.481 MN m rad−1 and a standard deviation of
1.38 × 104 N m−1 , which is 3.6 % of the average. The stabilising effect of the axial force leads to a higher TM stiffness
and a constant reciprocal slope. Section 3.2 will show that
https://doi.org/10.5194/jsss-11-201-2022

Environment

Measurement condition in TSM

The measurement condition in TSM differs slightly from that
in CSU. First of all, the measurement position is different.
The MF is mounted vertically to the ground in the CSU. In
TSM, the MF will be mounted horizontally. There are gravitational effects which may affect the measurement. A compensation construction was set up using a spring and a force
transducer to compensate the gravity and avoid influences on
the deflection line. Consequently, gravitational effects are not
investigated any further here.
Furthermore, the MF alignment of the MF is different in
the TSM and in the CSU. In both cases, a Leica Absolute
Tracker laser (model AT960 LR from Hexagon Metrology)
is used to align the MF. In the CSU, the MF rotation in relation to the FT direction is aligned with the laser tracker
and is already covered in the CSU MU. The tilt of the MF
top flange in relation the calibration force cannot be adjusted
so that the tolerances of each component of the CSU are
summed up. The influence is already covered in the measurement uncertainty of FT and TM. In TSM, the fixation point
at the machine frame can be moved up and down and sideways. The fixations position is aligned with the MF flange
of the lever using the laser tracker. The tilt deviation TSM is
2.34 × 10−4 rad.
The rotation of the lever is calculated according to following equation:
sin α = uRR /rRR .

(6)

The retro reflector for the interferometer is placed at the
flange where the DUC is attached to near the neutral fibre
and measures the displacement tangential to the lever rotation. The distance r RR lies between the retro reflector posiJ. Sens. Sens. Syst., 11, 201–209, 2022
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tion and the pivot centre. A FE analysis showed that the pivot
centre coincides almost perfectly with the lever centre. The
displacement is less than 6 µm at all load steps and thus can
be neglected. The distance is measured with the laser tracker.
Furthermore, the position depends on the clearance of the
lever boreholes for DUC centring. The measurement uncertainty adds up to 0.333 mm. When the rotation angle α is
known, the displacements at each MF RP and the angle of
tilt can be calculated.
uRP,TSM,j = sin α · rMF .

(7)

The distance rMF,j of each MF to the lever centre is measured
separately with the tracker. Its uncertainty is 3 × 10−2 mm
(with an assumed measuring distance of 5 m). The full FT
calculation is as follows:
FT,i,j = kα,F,j · kMF,F ,j · uMF,i,j ,

Figure 8. Expected bending moment deviation on MF.

(8)

with i indicating the load step at TSM and j indicating upper
and lower MF.
Equation (8) needs the correction coefficient kα . This coefficient considers the elasticity of the lever and adjacent components. An ideally hinged lever would move in a perfect
circle when the calibration torque moment is applied on it. In
this particular case, kα would be one. The FE analysis shows
that kα is not one but constant over all TSM load steps, with
an average value of 0.9775 for the upper MF and 0.9662 for
the lower MF, with a standard deviation of 1.31 × 10−5 and
1.21 × 10−5 . The full TM calculation is as follows:
MT ,i,j = kα,γ ,j · kMF,γ ,j · αi .

(9)

In Eq. (9), the correction coefficient kγ is defined to compensate for the deviation in the lever rotation and MF angle. The
ratio of lever rotation and MF rotation is constant. The value
is 0.956 for the lower MF and 0.958 for the upper MF. The
standard deviations are 1.27×10−3 and 1.35×10−3 . The low
standard deviation proves this method.
Another measurement uncertainty influence arises when
looking at the CSU LS1 calibration. The ratio of the FT
and bending moment is fixed because of the fixed lever arm
length used in CSU. The lever arm length is calculated from
a FE analysis, where the FT to the bending moment ratio was
found to be half the distance between the MF joints. An analysis has been performed to investigate the uncertainty effect
if there is a bending moment deviation to the bending moment calculated from the fixed CSU relationship.
In FE, all four MFs were investigated, and the maximum bending moment deviation for all MFs to the calculated bending moment from the fixed CSU ratio is plotted at
each load step. The results are depicted in Fig. 8. A sensitivity coefficient kBM was calculated to find the displacement
caused by a BM deviation. This sensitivity coefficient, the
maximum bending moment deviation found, and the force
stiffness multiplied yields the following:
1FT,BM,i,max = kF,MF,max · kBM · 1MB,i,max .
J. Sens. Sens. Syst., 11, 201–209, 2022

(10)

Figure 9. Bending moment deviation influence on the FT measure-

ment.

Figure 9 shows the maximum possible force measurement
deviation from the bending moment deviation. The maximum force deviation is less than 6 × 10−3 N.

3

Results

The following section sums up the results, the model equations, and the measurement uncertainty budgets. After this
description, a performance of the presented measurement
method is assessed in FE.

3.1

Measurement uncertainty budget

All analysed influence quantities are used to calculate the
overall measurement uncertainty of FT and TM at the MF.
The following model equations apply for the FT and TM calhttps://doi.org/10.5194/jsss-11-201-2022
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Table 2. Measurement uncertainty budget of FT with a calibration

Table 4. Measurement uncertainty of FT and TM at different load

torque moment of 5 MN m at the upper MF.

steps for the upper MF.

Quantity
kF,MF
TSM
kα,F
uRR
rRR
rMF
1FBM

Value
324.9
0.008
0.9662
0.4668
1493.75
2121.3
0.0

Unit

Contribution
in N

Index
in %

Mz
in MN m

N mm−1
rad
–
mm
mm
mm
N

3.2
4.80 × 10−3
0.38 × 10−3
0.10 × 10−3
0.15 × 10−3
0.93 × 10−3
0.09 × 10−4

100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.0
2.5
5.0

Table 3. Measurement uncertainty budget of TM with a calibration

torque moment of 5 MN m at the upper MF.
Quantity
kγ ,MF
TSM
kα,γ
rRR
uRR

Value
0.381
0.008
0.958
1493.75
0.4668

Unit
N m rad−1
rad
–
mm
mm

Contribution
in N m

Index
in %

09.7
−2.6 × 10−3
93 × 10−3
5.1 × 10−3
57 × 10−6

99.1
0.0
0.9
0.0
0.0

culation:
FT,i,j = kMF,F,j · kα,F,j · (1 − TSM ) ·

rMF,j
rRR

· uRR,i,j + 1FBM,i
MT,i,j

uRR,i,j
= kMF,γ ,j · kα,γ ,j · (1 − TSM ) ·
.
rRR

(11)
(12)

The resulting measurement uncertainty budget of FT and
TM at 5 MN m is depicted in Tables 2 and 3. The measurement uncertainty budget was developed with the software
tool GUM Workbench. It is evident that, in both measurement procedures, the crucial influence is the stiffness determination uncertainty. For FT, a measurement uncertainty
ranging from 0.6 % to 3 % due to the CSU calibration uncertainty is the dominating factor. The next-highest contribution from TSM alignment has a magnitude that is smaller by
a factor of 1 × 103 compared to the contribution from stiffness. For TM, the uncertainty for the stiffness calibration is
lower because the measurement uncertainty is constant over
all CSU load steps. That is why the stiffness index is 99.1 %
and the uncertainty from elasticity coefficient makes up the
remaining 0.9 %. In both cases, the stiffness determination
uncertainty dominates the measurement uncertainty for FT
and TM measurement.
Table 4 lists the measurement uncertainty for MF at three
different load steps. Even though the parameters vary slightly
for the upper and lower MF levels, the measurement uncertainty does not change significantly. As pointed out before,
https://doi.org/10.5194/jsss-11-201-2022

FT,up
in N

MU (k = 2)
in %

MT,up
in N m

MU (k = 2)
in %

42.11
105.36
210.53

0.61
1.52
3.04

22.83
57.09
114.20

1.7
1.7
1.7

the stiffness uncertainty is the dominating factor here. FT
has an increasing uncertainty with increasing lead steps in
CSU, so it is not surprising that the measurement uncertainty
ranges from 0.6 % up to 3 %. The TM measurement uncertainty in the CSU stays constant; thus, the TM measurement
in TSM stays constant.
3.2

FE validation

The lacking experimental data for verifying a FE analysis
are used to show that the measurement principle works in
theory. This FE validation follows the same procedure as described in Sect. 2.1. First, the CSU is analysed by applying
FT and TM on the MF. The displacement and the rotation
are calculated in FE and used to determine the FT and TM
FE stiffness. Next, the FE analysis investigates the displacement of the retro reflector position. The lever rotation is calculated from the retro reflector displacement and determines
the MF displacement and rotation with the found elasticity
factor. With the aforementioned FE stiffness, FT and TM
can be found in FE at each MF for several load steps. This
measurement, performed in FE, can be used to compare the
FE results directly probed at MF. Figures 10 and 11 depict
the FE measurement results and the probes from FE. On the
x axis, all MF are listed, with LT meaning top left and RB
meaning bottom right. In both diagrams, the square marker
show the FE probes of force and torque at all MF, while the
cross-shaped markers present the force measurement if the
forces had been calculated from displacement and stiffness.
For the FT measurement, the probes and the measurement
values are very close. The maximum deviation is −6.4 %.
For the torque measurement, there are three different markers. The square markers show the FE probes at all MFs, and
the asterisk markers show the calculation performed with
a stiffness measurement that leaves out the additional axial force. The deviation is unacceptable and gives a deviation of around −36.7 %. After the measurement was repeated
with axial forces combined, the torque probes and measurement values came closer and are presented with cross-shaped
markers. The maximum deviation is −7.8 %.

J. Sens. Sens. Syst., 11, 201–209, 2022
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Table 5. Calibration torque moment measurement uncertainty re-

duction by the MF measurement.
Mz
Fz
Ft
MT
Mz,before
Mz,after
Mz,Goal

Figure 10. FE validation for the FT measurement.

Figure 11. FE validation for the TM measurement.

4

Value

Unit

Index before

Index after

1 × 106
197
132
5 × 106
5 × 106
5 × 106

N
Nm
Nm
Nm
Nm
Nm

90 %
9.9 %
0.1 %
0.106 %
0.1 %
0.1 %

99.96 %
0.04 %
0.00 %
–
–
–

contribution of FT and TM measurements is reduced. Applying this measurement method will shift the focus of future measurement uncertainty analyses to the biggest measurement uncertainty contribution of TSM, namely the reference force transducers. Further reduction in the calibration
torque moment will only be possible if the uncertainty of the
force transducers can be reduced. Future investigations must
prove the practicability of the presented MF measurement
method. In particular, the measurement flexure stiffness determination must be carefully compared to the results of the
finite element analysis. Furthermore, a way must be found
to verify the correction terms for the measurement flexure
displacement and twist as the values are only computed in a
simulation. A possible solution would be to measure the displacement with the less precise absolute laser tracker, which
might be optimised if more precise length measurement devices are available.

Conclusions
Appendix A

An alternative method to using strain gauges is presented in
this paper. The method shows how to measure calibration
torque moment shunts in the 5 MN m TSM using a displacement measurement with an interferometer and the predefined
stiffness. All measurement uncertainty influences were analysed and quantified. The paper shows that the measurement
uncertainty of the FT measurement at the MF ranges from
0.6 % to 3 %. The measurement uncertainty of the TM measurement stays constant at 1.7 %. The dominating measurement uncertainty influence is the stiffness determination in
the CSU, which must be improved if a better accuracy is
needed. FE analyses were performed to show that the suggested measurement principle works in theory.
Even though the measurement uncertainty is rather high
compared to uncertainties known from ordinary straingauge-based sensors, it is a useful measurement technique
regarding the effect on the calibration torque moment uncertainty of the torque standard machine. Table 5 depicts the
indices from the calibration torque moment shunt with and
without FT and TM measurements at the MFs and shows
how much the measurement uncertainty was decreased. The
J. Sens. Sens. Syst., 11, 201–209, 2022

CSU
DUC
FE
FT
LS1
LS2
MF
MUB
RP
TM
TSM

Calibration set-up
Device under calibration
Finite element
Transversal force
Load scenario 1
Load scenario 2
Measurement flexure
Measurement uncertainty budget
Reference point
Torque moment
Torque standard moment
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